
 

Part Number: HX5 

Description: Flashlight 

Not sure what type of batteries you like to use most? Then go with our HX5 Flashlight, which is compatible 
with not just standard alkaline AA, but with rechargeable NiMH or rechargeable Lithium 14500’s as well 
(NiMH & Lithium not included). With the Lithium 14500 cells, the lumen output jumps nearly three times as 
bright as with the alkaline battery. Also unique to the HX5 Flashlight is a two-way clip that makes it easy to 
clip in either direction on your pockets or even the bill of your hat. Using our Pure Beam Focusing System 
with Slide Focus, this light can easily transition from flood to spot modes with one hand. 

With Coast’s commitment to quality, the HX5 Flashlight is impact resistant, weather resistant and its LED is 
virtually unbreakable. The HX5 Flashlight is backed by Coast’s lifetime warranty against defects in 
materials and workmanship. Tested and rated to ANSI/FL1 standards. 

 

Specifications: 

 BATTERY TYPE: 1 X AA (Alkaline, NiMH, or Li-Ion) 
 BEAM DISTANCE (HIGH): 259 ft / 79 m 
 INCLUDED: 1 x AA Battery | Two-way Clip 

 LENGTH: 4 in / 10.2 cm 
 LIGHT OUTPUT (HIGH): 130 Lumens 
 RUNTIME (HIGH): 3 h 45 min 

 WEIGHT: 2.5 oz / 71 g 
 



Features: 

  
PURE-BEAM FOCUSING OPTIC 

Pack two powerful beams into one and seamlessly transition—with no halos or hot spots—between short 
and long-range viewing. COAST’s patented focusing technology adapts to your need. The Ultra View Flood 
beam delivers edge-to-edge clarity in a broad circle of light up to 11.5 feet / 3.5 meters across, and the 
Bulls-Eye Spot beam sends a sharp ray of light at a distance of up to 1151 feet / 351 meters, with a 
transitional halo around the spot to increase the effective viewing area. 

  
SINGLE MODE 

The same light every time. Keeping it simple with COAST single-mode lighting means you can rely on an 
even, bright white beam every time. 



  
SLIDE FOCUS 

One-handed beam control. COAST’s Slide Focus system enables you to seamlessly transition between 
spot and flood beam with the push or pull your finger. Responsive beam-shape control allows you to 
operate your light with a single hand and keep the other hand free. 

  
TWO-WAY CLIP 

Store it away or shine it forward. The Two-Way Clip enables gives you flexibility to stash the light in your 
pocket or clip it to the brim of your hat. 

  
WATER RESISTANCE 



Don’t worry about the weather. COAST lights that have passed the IPX4-level water resistance test are 
splash-resistant and built with durable materials that stand up to nature. 

 


